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Abstract. We compare the two graph-rewrite systems of Ehrig and Raoult. First a common domain 
is identified where both systems may be applied. It is shown that on this domain a Raoult rewritin 
exists if an Ehrig rewriting exists, but not vice versa. Out main result is that when both systems 
give a rewriting, these rewritings are isomorphic. 

1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to compare two graph-rewrite systems. The first system 
is the one originally devised by Ehrig, Pfender and Schneider 121, developed further 
by several authors and reviewed by Ehrig [I]; it will be named after Ehrig in this 
paper. The second system is the one by Raoult 133. 

A graph-rewrite system can be seen as a quadruple (f, I, 0, D) where f is a partial 
function with domain D from an input class I whose elements are triples consisting 
of a rewrite rule, a graph and a redex (an occurrence of the left-hand side of the 
rewrite rule in the graph) to an output class 0 consisting of graphs. 

Let (fE, &, OE, DE) and (fR, &, OR, DR) denote the graph-rewrite systems of 
Ehrig and Raoult respectively. OR is a proper subclass of OE. 

The first step of our comparison is to establish a relation R on IE x IR which has 
the meaning that if (iE, Q E R, then iE E IE and iR E IR are “analogous” in an intuitive 
sense. This relation will be called the common domain. It turns out that R is not a 
1-l relation, due to the freedom there exists in Ehrig’s system in choosing the arcs 
in the intersection graphs of the rewrite rules. 

Let & and FR be the domain and the range of R respectively. An Ehrig (respec- 
tively Raoult) rewriting fE( iE) (respectively fR( Q) is said to be on the common 
domain if iEE FE (respectively iRE FR). The Ehrig rewritin fE(k) and the 
rewriting fR( iR) are said to correspond to each o if (iE, i&z R. 

Ehrig’s gluing condition determines FE A DE. ult’s theory however provides 
us only with a sufficient condition for the existence of a rewriting. 
weaker condition which is still sufficient but not necess 
for which this condition holds is a proper subset of FR n 
that 

(1) if x E FE n DE, then there exists a unique y E 
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(2) if y E X,, then there exists an x E FE n DE such that (4 y) E R 
SO, to each Ehrig rewriting on the common domain there corresponds uniquely 

a Raoult rewriting which satisfies the sufficient ition, and to each oult 
rewriting on the common domain for which the ient condition holds there 
corresponds an Ehrig rewriting. re do however also exist ult rewritings on 
the common do ain where the s ient condition does not h ; then there exists 
no corresponding Ehrib rewriting. An example of this will be given. 

ur most important result is that if x E FE n DE, y E X, and (x, y) E R, 
then j&) and fR(y) are isomorphic, i.e., where both systems can be applied they 
deliver the same result. 

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a preliminary section where we 
introduce our notation and give the definitions and lemmas which we need in 
subsequent sections. In Section 3 we introduce the two graph-rewrite systems we 
will compare. Section 4 is concerned with establishing the common domain, Section 
5 deals with the existence of rewritings on the common domain and in Section 6 
we prove that the two systems give isomorphic results. 

2. Pdimiaari~ 

In this section we present some definitions and lemmas which will be used in 
later sections. 

Let CA and CN be two disjoint alphabets; their elements will be called arc colours 
and node colours respectively. 

A (coloured) graph is a sextuple G = (GA, GN, sG, tG, mG,A, mqN) where GA and 
GN are disjoint sets whose elements are called arcs and nodes respectively and 
where sG, tG, m G,A and mG,N are mappings with domains and ranges as indicated 
in the diagram shown in Fig. 1. The notation x E G means x E GN or x E GA. 

e *G,N 

Fig. 1. 

Given two graphs G and 
G+* 

a (graph) morphism f : G -?5 H (also denoted by 
) is a pair of maps fA : GA + HA and fpl : GN + HN with the property that the 

diagram in Fig. 2 commutes for source and target mappings separately, i.e., 

f NSG = sHfA, fNtG = tHfA, 

= mH,AfA, IYIG,N = mH,NfN l 
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Fig. 2. 

Let nc: CA+ CN be a map which associates a node colour with each arc colour, 
and let ar: CN + N be the map which associates with each node colour c its a&y, 
which is the number of arc colours in nc-‘( c). Let V be a fixed subset of C,\nc( CA); 
its elements are called variables. We define 

GV={x~GN(mG,N.~~ V} and VG={tx V13xeGN mGINx=v}. 

A node x E GN is called an R-node iff 
(1) if c E CA and nc(c) = mG &, then there exists a y E GA with SGy = x and 

l 

mG.0 = 6 

(2) if y E GA and SGy = 4 then mG Nx = n&?&y); 
(3) if y, z E GA, SGy = s& = x and ‘mG,d = mG,$, then y = 2. 
Informally, the colours of the outgoing arcs of an R-node x are precisely those 

which are mapped by nc onto the corresponding colour mG,NX of X. 
A graph G is an R-graph if and only if 
(1) each node XE GN is an R-node; 
(2) if & y E G” and mG,Nx = mG,Ny, then x = y. 
An R-graph G can also be represented as a triple (GN, ?nG,N, SUCCG) where GN 

and mG,N are as above and SUCCG maps each node x E GN to a list of nodes with 
length ar( mG,Nx). This list is called list of successors of x. The number of occurrences 
of y E GN in SUCCG(X) is equal to the number of arcs z E GA with SGZ = x and ~GZ = Y. 
The lists are determined by choosing some ordering on nc-‘(c) for each c E CN. 

Let G and H be R-graphs and let fN be a mapping from GN to HN. Then f~ is 
said to be a morphism in x E GN if and only if 

(I) mH.N(fNx) = mG.Nx; 

(2) (succ,.&(x)))[~]=~N((succG(x))[~]) for all iE [l,...,a~(mG~+)]. 

Further we define 
-mor(fN) = {x E GN ION is a morphism in X}; 

-rew(fN) = GN\mOr(fN); 

-ker(f,) = {X E GN 13~ E GN x # y and ~Nx =fNy}. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
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2.1. Let G and H be R-graphs and let fN be a mapping from GN to HN. lhere 
exists a morphism f = ( fN, fA) f ram G to H if and only if fN is a morphism in each 
XEGN. 

Fig. 3. 

3. Two graph-rewrite systems 

First we introduce Ehrig’s graph-rewrite system. Consider the diagram in Fig. 3, 
where L, A@’ R, B, 4 Q and G are graphs, and 1, r, b, q and g are morphisms. The 
first line constitutes a rewrite pattern; its graphs may have nodes coloured with a 
variable. The second line is a rewrite rule which is an instantiation of the rewrite 
pattern; its graphs have no nodes coloured with a variable. The mappings u, v and 
w are l-l mappings from nodes onto nodes and arcs onto arcs which preserve the 
structure of the graphs up to the colour of the nodes which are coloured with a 
variable. The rewrite rule and the mappings u, v and w are determined uniquely 
by the rewrite pattern and a mapping rc: V-, C,\ K If, for instance, x E Lv then 
ntBSN(t(;lt) = rc( mkN;K). G is the graph which is to be rewritten, and g is the ti;currence 
of the left-hand side of the rewrite rule in G. 

Rewriting consists of completing the rewrite rule, the graph G and the occurrence 
g to the diagram shown in Fig. 4, where both squares are pushouts in the category 
of coloured graphs and the result of the rewriting is the graph H. 

Fig. 4. 
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The first step in the rewriting process consists of constructing 0, k and c such 
that the leftmost square becomes a pushout. This can be done if and only if the 
gluing condition holds: 

DauIdsbK (I) 

where 

Da={xEBN13aE(G\gI?)A gx=sd or gx=It&}, (2) 

Id=(xEB(3yEB xfy and gx=gy). (3) 

If moreover b is injective, then D is uniquely determined and equal to the subgraph 
(G\gB) + gbK of G, where + and \ denote disjoint union and set difference 
respectively. In the sequel we assume b, and thus A’, to be injective. Then c is the 
inclusion of D in G and k is determined by the commutativity of the square. 

The second step consists of constructing H, d and k by means of the pushout 
construction: 

H=(D+Q)/= (4) 

where = is the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the relation - on D + Q 
given by 

kc-qx WXEK (5) 

The morphisms d and h map their argument onto the equivalence class which 
contains it. Now we introduce Raoult’s graph-rewrite system. Consider the diagram 
in Fig. 5, where L’, R’ and G’ are R-graphs; ot and @ are (total) mappings from 
nodes to nodes. The first line is the rewrite rule; G’ is the graph which is to be 
rewritten and /3 is the occurrence of the left-hand side of the rewrite rule in 6’. 

Rewriting consists of completing this diagram to the diagram shown in Fig. 6, 
where H’ is an R-graph, and y and S are mappings from nodes to nodes such that 

(1) this square is a pushout in the category of sets; 
(2) rew(y)c, /3 rew(cw); (6a) 
(3) rew(S) 2 Q rew(/3); (6b) 
(4) y( CL\/3 rew(a)) u S( Rh\a rew(p)) = H k. (64 
We have included property (4) here to ensure that if a rewriting exists, it is unique. 

Remember that in the Ehrig case we assumed I to be injective for the same reason. 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6 
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If each of the following three conditions: 
(1) mor(a)umor(j3)=Lk; 
(2) ker(a) c_ mor(j3); 
(3) ker(@ c_ mar(a), 

is fulfilled, then there exists a unique Raoult rewriting. 
The first step of the rewriting process consists of constructing 

constructing the pushout in the category sets: 

Hk=(G:,+R;I)/= (8) 

where = is the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the relation - on 
Gk+ RL given by 

ax-/3x VxE Lk (9) 

The mappings y and 6 map their argument onto the equivalence class which 
contains it. 

The second step is to define m#.#*,N and succ H~: For each x E G)N\j!J rew( a) we define 

and 
mH,Nb) = %‘,NX ClO) 

(succ&yx))[i] = r((s~cc~~(x))[i]) Vi E [ 1, e . . , ar(mGIPNx)] (II) 

and similarly for each y E Rh\a rew@). 
In the terminology of the introduction, Fig. 3 represents a typical element iE of 

IE and Fig. 5 represents a typical element iR of IR. iE belongs to DE if and only if 
(1) holds; if (7) holds, then iR belongs to DR. 

Our task in this section is to “unify” Figs. 3 and 5. The obvious way to achieve 
this is to let L’ correspond with L, R' with R, G’ with G, a with rN 0 1,’ and B with 
gN 0 UN. In Fig. 3 we impose the restrictions 

(El) t, R and G are R-graphs, 
(E2) ILNi=IMNI; 

and in Fig. 5 we impose the restrictions 

uw mL',Nx =%,Nbd VXE Lh; 

(R2) mor(/3) = L&\L& 

uw mG*,Nxe v Vx E Gh; 

(El) is necessary since L', ' and 6’ are R-graphs. (E2) is necessary and sufficient 
for IN having an inverse. 1) is necessary since I and r are morphisms. (R2) is 
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necessary since if L and G are 
necessary since GN contains no n which are coloured with 
necessity of (R4) will become clea w. 

These restrictions being understood, we will now show that we can construct Fi 
5 from Fig. 3 and vice versa. Constructing Fig. 5 from Fig. 3 is trivial: we define 
L’S& R’S% G’=G, a=r~~l~‘ar~$=~~~~+. 

Now from Fig. 5 to Fig. 3. Define L = L’, R = R’, G = G’ (possible due to ( 
MN = LN and t?tM,N = m&N. ich maps each element 
Onto itself and define rN = cy 0 &+ What should possible to choose 
to be the empty set. Then I and r ar )). On the other hand, 
the only restriction on elements in be defined such that 
I= (lN) IA) and r = (rN, rA) are mOrphiSmS and l is injective. That is, for each x E LA 
we may include one arc x’ in MA with ~8-8~~~~’ = mkAx, sMx’ = l$(sLx) and tMx’ = 
I-,‘( fLx) if and Only if there exists an arc x’ in RA with m#&’ = m&A& sRx” = ar (sLx) 
and tRxH= a&x). It follows that it is possible to choose MA such that for each 
x E mar(a) the node &‘x is an R-node. 

Due to (R3), /3 determines uniquely a mapping rc: VLP + CN\ V: if v E V x ‘z Lk 
and ??rU,Nx = v, then rc( v) = mGl,N(~x). Since VL = VLt, VM = VL and VR = V, (due 
to (R4); this is actually the reason for imposing (R4)), rc determines uniquely u, v, 
w and the rewrite rule of Fig. 5. 

Finally, gN is defined by g N = @ 0 UC* and there exists a unique morphism g = 
(gN, gA) from B to G due to (m). 

We thus have shown that, when the restrictions are satisfied, Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 
can be combined into the diagram of Fig. 7, whi is fully commutative. 

In the terminology of the introduction, FE con s of those elements sf k which 
satisfy (El) and (E2). For each element x E FE we defined a unique element y(x) E 1~ 
which satisfies (Rl), (R2), (R3) and (R4). The common domain is {(x, y(x)) 1 x c FE). 

By constructing Fig. 3 from Fig. 5 we showed that FR consists of those elements of 

Fig. 7. 



& which satisfy (Rl), (Rz), (R3) and (R4) and that the common domain is not a 
l- 1 relation. 

5. The conditions 

in this section, as well as in the next section, we restrict ourselves to the common 
domain; i.e., we adopt the situation of me the conditions (El), (EZ), 
(Rl), (R2), (R3) and (R4) to be futfiB 

On the common domain the conditions of both Ehri 
(7)) can be simplified. Since QK, = BN (due to (E2)) 
MC. The necess8Iy and su0icient condition for the 
thus becomes 

(Id)As MA. (12) 

From (Rl) it follows that Lv 1~ mar(a). With (F.2) we obtala mar(a) u mot(@) = 
LN. Since L is an R-graph it follows from (Rl I; that ker(a) 6, LN\ Lv. Wtb (R2) 
we obtain ker(a) C_ mor(#I). So the suficient oc?ndition for the existence of a Raoult 
rewritiq becomes 

ker@) s mar(a). (13) 

Let us define 

ker’(j3) = (x E LN\Lv I3y E LN\ x#y and @x=#ly}. (14) 

Since ker’(j3) s ker(jQ9 the condition 

ker’(/3) c_ mot(a) (1% 

is weaker than condition (13); yet we have the following theorem. 

Tlmreln 5.1. On the common domain, 
exisft?nce Qfa Raoldt Fewriting. 

condition (15) isa suficient condition for the 

We assume the notation of Fig. 6 where we drop the primes. We have to 
show that when condition (15) holds, the graph structure defined by the equations 
(10) and (11) is complete and consistent. By completeness we mean that each 
element x E HN is give. G &our and a list of successors, i.e., 

and consistency will mean that no element of N is assigned with different colours 

or different lists of successors. 
prove the completeness first: Let x E H N and x L y( GN\@ rew(at)). We have 

to prove that x E 6(RN\a rew@)). First assume that x ti YGN. Then x E 613,; let 
x = & with r~ RN. If r = acl for some I E LN, then x = 6(d) = y(jN). Thus te aLN, 



whence rrfa re 

ltzmor(j9). Suppose ale at rew(j9). Then there 
Since 1# r, it follows that r~ ker(a) and fro 
rumor@) which is a contradiction. 

W&\a rew(B)). 
NO prove the cons SCXE 4 

x-y. - denotes the 
to prove 

By analogy, si lar results can be obtained when both x and y belon 
GN\fl rew(a) and when both x and y belong to RN\fl tew(a). From the definition 
of = it follows that there exist an integer n % 1, n elements xg, . . . , x, in CNI n 
elements yl, . . . y yn in RN and 2n - I elements tit,. . . , u,, oa *. . . , um_r in tN such that 

(2) Y =yn; 

(3) Bur JX~ and aui=yi ViE[l,...,n]; 

(4) Bq=q+landavi=yi Vi~[t,...,n-11. 

It is sufficient to prove that { tl, , . . . , a,,, vl, . . . p v~_~} belongs to mor( a) A mor(j3). 
NOW (u, ,..., u,,-,, v, ,..., v,,_,)Eker(a), whence {u,,. .., u,,,,, Us,. . ., u,_,}s 

mor(j3). If u, E rew(@), then y = au, E a rew@), a contradiction. So { ffl, . . . , u,, 

Vl, . . ..V”_l } G mar@). Since mor(/3) = LN\ Lv we have { t(*, . . *, u,, trt, . l *, v,,_I) C_ 

ker’(/3) and thus, due to condition (IS), {t+, . . . , u,, vl, *. . , v~_~} SE mar(a). I[f 
wI E ew(a), then x = flu, E j3 rew(a), a contradiction. This proves the theorem. Cl 

Our next result is the following theorem: 

2. Condition (12) implies condition (2 5). 

tifW Let x E ker’(@) and c E nc-‘( mLNx). There is a unique y E LA with m&f = c 

and sky = x and there is a unique z E RA with ntRvAz = c and sRz = ax, Our task is 
to show that a(tLy) = tRz if condition (12) holds. From x E ker‘(j3) it foh?ws that 
x E mar@) and that there exists an X’E LN with x if X’ and PX = /3x’. Thus rnL,+’ = c 
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and there exists a unique y’~ LA with sky’ = x’ and 
s&W)) and am,,&) = m&g(uy’)) we have g( 
(Id),+ Condition (12) gives uy E . So there exists a Z’ E 

sMz’ = 1$x Now lN( t&) = tLz a ( W’) = fj$ from whit 
fRz. 0 

This theorem says that to each rewriting on the comm 
corresponds a Raoult rewriting. Th ult rewriting is uniquely 

Condition (12) does not imply condition (13); a counterexample is the Raoult 
rewriting in Fig. 8, where the numbers determine the functions, a, 6, e 
and all arcs have the same colour. Obviously there is a corresponding E 
condition (15) holds and condition (13) does not. 

rem 5.3. Condition (15) and the condition: 

for each x E mar(a), I&C is an R-node 

together imply condition (12). 

09) 

f. Lef x E (Id),. There exists a y E BA with gx = gy and x # y. We have gss = 
gsay and ss # sg. This implies that u-‘sg E ker’(fi), so condition (15) gives 
U-&X E mar(a) and condition (19) gives I’;%‘sex is an R-node. So there exists 
a z E M* with mM,AZ = mB,Ax and sMz = &* u-&x. Now b( VZ) = x which proves the 
theorem. 0 

This theorem says that to each Raoult rewriting on the common domain for which 
the sufficient condition (15) is satisfied there corresponds an Ehrig rewriting since 
the intersection graph K can be given enough arcs to ensure that condition (19) 
holds. This Ehrig rewriting is not necessarily uniquely determined since condition 

la 2x la 2x 

a 

3b 

1,2a 

Y 

1,2a 

Fig. 8. 
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la 2a la 2a 

Fig. 9 

(19) is not a necessary condition and, moreover, condition (19) does not necessarily 
determine K uniquely. 

There do exist Raoult rewritings for which condition (15) does not hold; due to 
Theorem 5.2, there exists no corresponding Ehrig rewriting. An example is shown 
in Fig. 9. 

6. Isomorphism of correspooding rewritings 

In this section we will prove that corresponding Ehrig and Raoult rewritings are 
isomorphic. For this we need three lemmata. We consider the diagram in Fig. 10, 

Fig. 10. 
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where 1Lf and W’ denote the Ehrig and the Raoult rewriting res 
E denotes the isomorphism whose existence we will prove. 

Elements of G, W a Hf, which are equivalence classes, will emoted according 
to the convention th xfH denotes the equivalence class of which contains x: 

6.1. H is an R-gtaph. 

f. Since is empty, it suffices to show that each element of HN is an W-node. 
We consecutively prove the three properties listed in the definition 

of R-nodes in Section 2. 
(1) tit c,E CA and ~HN[& = nc(cA). Consider first the caSe where x E &. 

Then ~~,NMG =nc(cA), d since [xl0 is an R-node, we know that there exists a 

IylG E GA with QEYIG =~IG and ~G,AEYIG - - CA. Consider first the subcase where 
y E DA. Since [saylo = [xl. and b is injective, we have sDy = x. Now ~)lyA[y]H = CA 
and SH~YIH = ISRYIH = fx],.,. Next consider the suboase where y E R& Since 
[sglc = [xlG and 6 is injective, there exists an a E RN with say = bn and x = dn. 
Thus mQ,@8=nc(cA) and [qnlH =[&. Let 2 = W-‘(qn). Then either m&Nz = 
nc(cA) or mlp$ E V If ?n&N z E V, then m/N& V where z’ = u-‘( bn) since z = cyz’. 
Since z’ is an R-node, this is a c,.- -+-diction with the existence of y. Thus mRNz = 
nc( CA). Since z is an R-node there exists a v E QA with SQV = qn and mQ,Av = CA. 
Now mH,A[ v]## = CA an 

Next consider the cas here x E QN. bt z = u-*x sine ??8QsNx = nc(cA), either 
?nlr/Nz = nc(cA) or mRN z E V Consider first the subcase where mRNz = nc(c& Since 
z is an R-node, there exists an y E QA with SOL = x and mQ,fl = CA. Then sH[y]H = 
[ xlH and ?&&ylH = CA. Consider finally the subcase where mRNz E V It follows 
from (RI), (R4) and the fact that R is an R-graph that z E a( LN). Thus x = qn for 
some n E RN. Now [& = [k& and so for this subcase the proof of the first case 
given above is appropriate. 

(2) Let [y]~ E HA and SHblH =blH- Suppose YE DA- Then mH,AblH = 

mG,A[y]G. Since sG[ylG is an R-node, we have mG,NsG[ylG = nc(m&y]&. From 
my&&i = •*G,M~G[y]G it follows that mH,N[& = nc(m,&y]&. Next suppose 
X E QA. Since mQ,d = mH,A[y]H and sky is an R-node we have ?nQ,NsQy= 
ndmH.AblH) and thus &f,Nbhf = nc(h,A[y]H)- 

(3) Let IHE 9 [zhfEHA, SHbdH =sHblH =blH and mH,AblH = 

mH,Alz) H- showed above that nc(mH,A[y]H) = mH,N[&. we will consider the 
A and z E QA; the other cases can be treated similarly. Since 

sDy=SQ& where = denotes the equivalence relation introduced in equation (4), 
ere exist an integer n a 1, 2fl- 1 elements uI, . . . , u2n_l in KN, a elements 

d 1,---r d, in DN and n elements ql,. . D , qn in QN such that 

(1) 4 = SDY, 
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iE[l , . . . , n - 11, 

0 QU2i-I = qi WiE[k...,n], 

iE[&...,n-11. 

We will show that there exist 2n - 1 elements or, . . . , v2n_t in such that ml/%& = 
~&y]H and SK@ = ui for each i E [ 1, . . . ,2n - 11. From the uniqueness of these 
elements it then follows that y = z, hence [ylH = [&. 

From qt(zi-l= qU2i for each in [l, . . . , n - 11 it follows that rtr-‘a2i-a = rD-*t(zi for 
each &[l,..., n-1]andthusu-‘ui~~~foreachi~[1,...,2n-2]sinceLisan 
R-graph. We also have v-‘u 2n_1 e A&, due to the existence of z. It follows that there 
exist 2n - 2 elements WI, . . . , ~2~4 in BA with SBwi = bUi and &,$wj = mH,A[y]H for 
eachiE[l,..., 2n -21. Since ku2i =kuzi+,foreachiE[l,... 
gW2i+l for each in [l, . . . , n - l] and thus wj E Id for each ie [2, l . . ,2n - 11. Since 
Ids bK and b is injective, there exists for each ie [Z, . . . ,2n - l] an element tti in 
& with S& = Ui and ??#k,& = I1)H,A[y]H. Suppose there does not exist an element 
Vi in & with s& = u1 and ?nK&+ = nt&yIH. Then, since b is injective, [ wJG # 
[ylG. Since 

and mG,A[w,lG = mG,A[y]G, it follows that SG[Y]G is not an R-node. Thit is a 
contradiction since G is an R-graph. This proves the lemma. Cl 

Lemma 6.2. Let A, B and C be R-graphs, let f: AN + BN, g : AN + CN and h : BN + CN 
be total functions and let g = h of: If both f and g are morphisms in a E AN, then h is 
a morphism in f(a). 

Proof. We have 

mC.N(h(f(a))) = m&g(a)) = mA.Na = mB,N(f(d) 

and also 

bcc&(f(a999(i9 = (succdg(a99U9 = g((succAa)(i)) 

= h(f((succAaW999 = hUsuccdfb9Mi99 

e totalfunction dN Q cil is 

ose xe N\P rew( a) and let y = ( N 0 ck’)x. Since c and d are morph- 
ism& we have mG,+ = mH,Ny. Let CA E CA such that nc(cA) = mG,& Since both G 
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and are R-graphs (due to Lemma 6.1), there exist uni 
with S& = x, sHy’ = y and mG,& = myAy’ = CA. 
(dN 0 c;;l)t&= trry’_ First consider the case 
exists a unique arc 2 E DA with sd = c& “A* Since c&s) = t& and 

d&A = w’, (dN 0 c-,‘) f&’ = t&. Now consider the 
is not an -no ut loss of generality we may 
arc z E DA with sfl = C;;'X and ?nD,Az = CA. Since b is injective, the equivalence class 
x contains only one element which belongs to i>N . So there exists an element n E RN 
with gn = x and an element nk RA with sgn’= n and #&&A##” CA. Now /3(&n) = 4 
so u;;‘n E mar(a). Further (kN 0 BUM 0 a)( u&r) = y due to the commutativity of the 
diagram in Fig. 10. Since b 0 wN 0 01 are morphisms in &‘I), we have 
@( uG’( t&)) = t& and (hN 0 wN 0 a)( u;‘( ten’)) = tHy’. From the commutativity of 
the diagram in Fig. 10 it now follows that (& 0 cG*) t& = t,,y’, which proves the 
lemma. 0 

The total function 8 : Hh+ HN is defined by 

VXE GN, (20) 
Vx E RN. (21) 

It is easily seen from the commutativity of Fig. 10 that this definition is consistent 
and that E is a bijection. 

. Corresponding Ehtig and Raoult rewritings are isomorphic 

will prove that E can be extended to an isomorphism (Ed, &A) with EN = b 
bijection and H and W’ are R-graphs, it is sufficient to prove that g is 

a morphism in each element of Hh. So let x be an element of WL. Consider first 
se where x E y( GN\/3 rew(ar)). Suppose x = m where y E GN\/3 tee. 

n (da) says that y is a morphism in y. Lemma 6.3 says that dN 0 ci’ is a 
morphism in y. According to the definition of E we have e 0 y = dN 0 c;‘. So, from 

we conclude that E is a morphism in X. Now consider the ease where 
xe Y(GN\@ rew( a)). From (6~) it follows that x E 6( R&Y rew(fl)). Suppose x = 6’~ 

l), (R2), (R4) and the fact that R is an R-graph 
morphism in y. Equation (6b) says that 6 is a 

According to the definition of & we have hN 0 wN = e 0 6. Fro 
mma 6.2 we conclude that E is a morphism in x. e theorem. •l 

e to t oeve r sever 
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